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Abstract: 5G-PHOS aims to develop and evaluate a converged Fiber Wireless (FiWi) 5G

broadband fronthaul/backhaul network for highly dense use cases based, among other
technologies, on mmWave massive MIMO technology. This deliverable reports on the 2nd
and final generation design of a 64x64 MIMO antenna and associated mmWave circuitry
as well as the 60GHz Narrowband Trans-Impedance Amplifiers (NB-TIAs). The deliverable
focuses on the design process and technology associated with these components.

Keywords: 5G, Fiber-Wireless, Massive MIMO, mmWave.
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Disclaimer: The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable
are written by the 5G-PHOS Consortium partners under EC co-financing (project H2020ICT-761989) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the European Commission. The
information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given
that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The reader uses the information at
his/her sole risk and liability.
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Power Amplifier

PC

Personal Computer
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Printed Circuit Board
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Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit

RRH

Remote Radio Head

RF

Radio Frequency

SDN
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Time Division Duplex
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1.

Executive Summary

This deliverable describes the second generation design of a 64x64 MIMO antenna, its
mmWave circuits and the 60GHz Narrowband Trans-Impedance Amplifiers (NB-TIAs).
The deliverable reviews the RRH wireless fronthaul concept and massive MIMO antenna
principles (specifically pertaining to operation in the 60GHz mmWave band) as well as
their suitability for high density cellular communication. It then proceeds to reviewing the
entire system block diagram, which consists of modular radiating tiles concentrated
together using a platform consisting of several PCBs (TILE FEED PCB, MIMO PCB, SPLIT
PCB and Tile controller). The system block diagram also specifies the detailed interfaces
between these blocks and the connection with the optical processing block.
Following the block diagram, design information, and design considerations are provided
for the system blocks, PCBs and radiating elements. Finally, evaluation measurement
results are presented.
The deliverable also summarizes the block diagram, design information and evaluation
measurement results for the NB-TIA, which support the option for direct conversion of a
mmWave-modulated optical signal into an electrical signal.
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2.

Introduction

2.1 Purpose of this document
This document presents the results of the activities performed in WP3 (“Antenna Design
and RF Electronic Technology”) in the project period M1-M37, addressing the design and
development of mmWave circuits and systems. These activities focused on the design of
a massive MIMO 64x64 mmWave antenna and Narrowband Trans-Impedance Amplifier
(NB-TIA). The 1st generation design of this antenna has been reported in [1]. This
deliverable will report the corresponding results on the 2nd generation antenna prototype
fixing and improving the performance of the 1st generation prototypes.

2.2 Document structure
The present deliverable is split into 6 chapters, with chapters 3-6 being the document’s
core:
 Chapter 3: Presents the RRH system overview, mmWave massive MIMO antenna
specifications and integration with optics.
 Chapter 4: Presents and elaborates on the block diagrams of the mmWave antenna
and associated photonics NB-TIAs.
 Chapter 5: Presents the detailed design of antenna blocks and the RRH evaluation
results.
 Chapter 6: Presents the summary and conclusions of this deliverable.

2.3 Audience
This document is public.
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3.

RRH sub-systems overview

This section describes the RRH functionality and the use of mmWave massive MIMO
technology to support high density wireless cellular access coverage. The term “massive
MIMO” is used in this document to mainly refer to the large number of radiating elements
in the designed antenna and should not be necessarily be interpreted in the standard
communications and signal processing literature sense.

3.1 RRH with Wireless fronthaul
The RRH sub-system described in this document is a Fiber/Wireless converter (FiWi).
The FiWi link is targeted for FDM operation with several users transmitting
simultaneously in the uplink at different wireless bands (in the 60 GHz spectrum)
towards the mmWave 60 GHz antennas containing multiple radiating elements, as shown
in Figure 1 (i). The same RRH can also use Spatial Division Multiplexing (SDM) as shown
in Figure 1 (ii), where several users simultaneously transmit in the uplink at the same
frequency band but on different time intervals and the antenna performs beamforming to
steer the beam to the right client. In either case, the characteristics of the 60GHz
spectrum and the antenna’s narrow beam transmitting capability facilitate excellent
frequency reuse.

Figure 1: Multi-user FiWi uplink: i) FDM with isotropic reception at different IFs
and ii) SDM with beamforming.
The spectrum available at 60 GHz extends, almost globally, as license-exempt spectrum
from 57 GHz to 64 GHz (and in some countries even up to 71 GHz). If we combine these
7 GHz of spectrum with the possible spectral efficiency from the wireless link, which can
be QPSK (2 bits/sec/Hz), 16QAM (4 bits/sec/Hz) and even 64QAM (6 bits/sec/Hz), we
conclude that even a single antenna RRH can offer capacities of the order of 40 Gbps (by
using the entire available spectrum at the highest modulation). Collocating several such
antennas and taking advantage of the spatial multiplexing capabilities can increase
capacity by an almost multiplicative factor (with a minor interference degradation) due to
the excellent spatial separation achieved by the beam-steering antennas.
The RRH described in this document, including both the optical and wireless parts of the
link, supports channels with bandwidth of about 1.5 GHz (measured as the 5 dB
bandwidth). This bandwidth, even combined with the lowest modulation of QPSK, can
support up to 3 Gbps wireless throughput (aggregate, TX + RX), when fully utilized over
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one antenna. The RRH consists of 8 antenna Tiles, so a single antenna Tile may be used
in the SDM case to distribute this capacity among several clients using beam-steering, or
a dedicated antenna Tile can be used per client for higher throughput (albeit, for fewer
possible clients).

3.2 60 GHz beam-steering
The benefits and advantages of using the 60 GHz spectrum as the operational frequency
for the RRH has been described in detail in [1]. The essential points are summarized
below.
Large amounts of available spectrum, i.e., 7 GHz (57-64 GHz) in some countries
and up to 14 GHz (57-71 GHz) in other countries.
License-exempt operation reduces operator costs with regards to spectrum.
High frequency of operation enables significantly reducing antenna size. Hence,
o A large number of antenna elements can be packed together.
o Beam-steering and MIMO modes are easily enabled.
60 GHz Oxygen absorption peak keeps distances short (i.e., hundreds of meters),
but also prevents interference accumulation, thus enabling reliable use of the
band although it is not licensed.
The massive MIMO antenna technology implemented in 5G-PHOS enables flexible
integration of antennas with a varying number of radiating elements, starting
from as low as a few tens and going up to hundreds of elements, so that it may
suit both low-cost RRHs as well as more complex distribution boxes.

•
•
•
•
•

The 5G-PHOS RRH beam-steering capabilities highlights include:
Compact physical dimensions (30 mm x 17 mm per single antenna Tile).
Steering range of 90° to enable continuous spatial coverage.
22 dBi directivity per single antenna Tile (with 8 Tiles per antenna).
Ability to feed antenna Tiles in parallel or independently to optimize between
directivity and capacity.
Antenna bandwidth of 2 GHz.

•
•
•
•
•

3.3 Optics and WDM
The Optics PCB is one of the backbone sub-systems of the 5G-PHOS RRH architecture,
being in charge of performing the electro-optical conversion and providing input to the
Tile Feed PCB for the up/down-conversions to the mmWave frequencies.
Within 5G-PHOS, there have been several designs of the Optics PCBs reported in the WP4
deliverables, providing the electrical and optical interfaces to the Silicon-based carrier
substrate where the actual InP and TripleX chips are assembled. The different subassemblies developed so far in the project are:
•
•
•
•

1st and 2nd generation RRH RX Optics PCB based on a carrier substrate sustaining
an InP DFB, a 1:8 TripleX splitter, two bars of four SOA+EAM and a TripleX RX
OBFN.
1st and 2nd generation RRH TX Optics PCB based on a carrier substrate sustaining
a TripleX TX OBFN and two InP bars of four PDs.
1st generation Flexbox RX based on 10G PD.
A 60GHz RRH using heterodyne beating and featuring 60G PDs and 60G NB-TIA.
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4.

Block diagram and components

This section provides an overview of the structure of the RRH sub-system at the block
diagram level.

4.1 Antenna top level block diagram
The system concept of the RRH antenna targets a high level of modularity in both the
electronic and physical construction of the architecture. The block diagram in Figure 2
shows the antenna architecture in its full blown mode supporting up to 16 MIMO PCBs.
Each MIMO PCB supports 8 antennas with 32 elements each, so this mode supports a
total of 128x32 radiating elements 1.

Since 128x32=64x64, we hereafter use the more mnemonic term “64x64” for the
designed RRH throughout this document, even though the internal grouping of the
elements does not match this exactly.
The flexibility and modularity of the concept allows trading off cost with performance by
selecting the number of PCBs to be populated. There is also modularity with respect to
spatial coverage, as the antenna Tiles are not tied rigidly together, but rather can be
combined in different ways, such as pointing at different directions or at the same
direction. A further flexibility entails assigning the traffic on parallel spatial streams to
boost capacity vs. assigning it to a single stream using more antenna resources, to boost
selectivity and reduce interference.

OBFN 8x1 OBFN 8x1

Up to 16 x MIMO assemblies

Master
16X1
OBFN

Split
PCB

To FlexBox

OBFN 8x1

Optical
converter

Tile feed PCB

Tile

Optical
converter

RF wave-fronts
(‘beams’) at 60GHz

Optical
converter

Tile

Tile feed PCB
Tile feed PCB

Tile

Tile CTRL
PCB

Frequency
Generator

Figure 2: 64x64 antenna top level block diagram – Fully loaded.

As described in detail in Updated Risk Analysis section of D1.5, the antenna elements per
tile have been increased to 32 (i.e. resulting in an 128x32 equivalent numerology instead of the
64x64 antenna element configuration initially foreseen), as it allowed reducing the complexity of
the final RRH system with experimentally validated hardware components.
1
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Some of the possible flexible configurations allowed by the construction are depicted in
Figure 3.
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Tile

Tile
Tile
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Tile CTRL
PCB

Frequency
Generator

Using with different MIMO / beam-forming combinations

Figure 3: Flexible configurations supported by antenna construction.
There are two variants for the MIMO PCB, namely a TX PCB and an RX PCB. From the
perspective of the antenna Tile itself, each Tile can operate either in RX or in TX mode.
Hence, with 8 antenna Tiles, an FDD implementation with 4 antenna Tiles per direction or
a TDD implementation with all 8 antenna Tiles are possible. It was eventually decided to
prefer separation and have separate PCBs for TX and RX, each with its own set of
antenna Tiles because near side TX/RX interference could be more easily mitigated that
way. As a result of this decision, a minimum full duplex system implementation must
have two MIMO PCBs.
The MIMO PCB consists of the following sub-blocks:
•
•
•

•

TILE PCB: This is the mmWave radiating antenna element array. The array has 32
radiating elements and 8 such arrays are fed by one TILE FEED PCB.
TILE FEED PCB: This is responsible for multiplexing the data, control and
frequency reference (LO) signals and feeding them to the TILE PCB. The TILE
FEED PCB and the 8 TILE PCB units jointly compose one mmWave block.
SPLIT PCB: This is required when the antenna contains more than 8 Tiles, in
which case it can support up to 16 TILE FEED PCB instances to which it distributes
the control and frequency reference signals enabling antenna configurations of up
to 128 TILE PCBs.
8x1 OBFN and optical converter: It generates the phase shifting of the incoming
optical data signals in order to control the array’s beam pointing direction via
analog beamforming, and also converts the optical signal to electrical.

An overview of the entire system with implemented components is shown in Figure 4
below, including the overall circuit level layout with respective photos of the developed
devices, such as the 32-antenna element tile and its TILE Controller and Rx/Tx PCB
layouts, as well as photos of the InP (EMLs and PDs) and TriPleX OBFN devices.
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Figure 4: MIMO PCB view of manufactured components, including a) the overall
circuit level design with components and lead partners responsible, b) the 32antenna element tile, c) the TILE Controller PCB layout, d-e) the Rx/Tx PCB
layouts, f) part of the InP (EMLs and PDs) devices and g) a TriPleX OBFN on a
Si-carrier for the RRH assembly.

4.1.1 TILE PCB block diagram
The TILE PCB design has been reported in [1]. The TILE PCB consists of an up/down
converter that splits the input IF channel into the elements, and the radiating elements
themselves. The TILE PCB’s major characteristics are:
•
•
•
•
•

32 radiating elements.
0 dBm output power per element, 6 dBi gain per element.
Operating frequency range 57-64 GHz.
360° electronic phase control for antenna elements with 90° resolution.
IF feeding signal at 14.5-16 GHz.

4.1.2 TILE FEED PCB block diagram
The TILE FEED PCB aggregates signals for up to 8 TILE PCB units. This PCB has been
reported in [1], but has undergone some significant changes to improve its performance
towards the final version. The TILE FEED PCB has two variants, depending on whether
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the TILE PCBs connected to it are used in TX mode (TX TILE FEED PCB) or RX mode (RX
TILE FEED PCB). As previously explained, the separation between TX and RX is imposed
in order to ensure no self-interference at the PCB level. Both TILE FEED PCB variants
multiplex the data signal, LO signals and control signals onto a single coaxial wire, such
that each TILE PCB may be fed using just that coaxial wire. This simplifies the mechanical
assembly and reduces the cost of the antenna module. The block diagrams of the TILE
FEED PCB variants are shown in Figure 5 below.

LO1

LO1

DATA#0

TILE
PCB

LO2

Triplexer

MUX
8:1

DATA#0

TILE
PCB

MUX
8:1

CTRL

CPU

LO2

Triplexer

CPU

CFG

CTRL

CFG

8 tiles

8 tiles
DATA#7

TILE
PCB

DATA#7

TILE
PCB

Triplexer
TX TILE FEED PCB

Triplexer
RX TILE FEED PCB

Figure 5: TILE FEED PCB (TX and RX mode) block diagrams.
Table 1 below summarizes the characteristics and signals of the TILE FEED PCB.
Table 1: TX TILE FEED PCB characteristics and signals
Parameter
Supported TILE PCBs
Data signal frequency
Data signal BW
LO1 frequency
LO2 frequency
TILE PCB CTRL frequency
TILE FEED PCB CFG

Data
Up to 8
Input, 4 – 6 GHz, nominal level 0 dBm
Up to 2 GHz when centred
Input, 9.5 – 11 GHz, nominal level 10 dBm
Input, 7.2 – 8 GHz, nominal level -20 dBm
> 300 MHz
Input, SPI three wire 5.0 V digital signal

Table 2: RX TILE FEED PCB characteristics and signals
Parameter
Supported TILE PCBs
Data signal frequency
Data signal BW
LO1 frequency
LO2 frequency
TILE PCB CTRL frequency
TILE FEED PCB CFG

5G-PHOS – D3.3

Data
Up to 8
Output, 4 – 6 GHz, nominal level -3dBm
Up to 2 GHz when centred
Input, 9.5 – 11 GHz, nominal level 10dBm
Input, 7.2 – 8 GHz, nominal level -20dBm
> 300MHz
Input, SPI three wire 5.0 V digital signal
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Signal trace lengths for the relevant LO and data signals are kept as equal as practically
possible so as not to introduce unnecessary phase differences between TILE PCB units.

4.1.3 MIMO PCB block diagram
The complete MIMO PCB is an integrated platform hosting the RF and optical PCBs and
their sub-modules. The connectivity of the different RF and optical sub-systems on the
MIMO PCB is shown in the block diagram in Figure 6 below. The detailed functionality of
this module is described in D3.1.

Optical
input

To SPLIT PCB

To Controller

Figure 6: MIMO PCB block diagram.

4.1.4 SPLIT PCB block diagram
The SPLIT PCB provides common control and LO signals to all MIMO PCBs (pedantically,
the TILE FEED PCBs contained in the MIMO PCBs) and has provisions to compensate for
phase differences. The detailed functionality of this module is described in D3.1 and its
electrical connectivity is shown in Figure 7, whereas its block diagram is shown in Figure
8.
TILE PCB

8 tiles
TILE PCB

5GHz, ~2GHz BW, coax

Data#7

5GHz, ~2GHz BW, coax

To optical
conversion

CFG
CTRL
TILE FEED
PCB

TILE PCB

8 tiles
TILE PCB

Data#0

LO2 in
LO1 in

Data#0

5GHz, ~2GHz BW, coax

Data#7

5GHz, ~2GHz BW, coax

To optical
conversion

CFG
CTRL
TILE FEED
PCB

LO2 in
LO1 in
#0

#15

CFG
CTRL

Tile controller

7.8GHz (LO2)

SPLIT PCB

10GHz (LO1)

Bench signal
generator

Figure 7: SPLIT PCB electrical connections.
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Phase
Phase
Phase
shift
Phase
shift
Phase
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift
shift

Split
Split

X16
CFG_T
outputs

x16
X16
logic buffers for
SPI interface

MUX
16:1

Split

CFG_C
CTRL_C

SPLIT
PCB

7.8GHz (LO2_C)
10GHz (LO1_C), TX/RX

Figure 8: SPLIT PCB block diagram.

4.1.5 Tile controller PCB block diagram
The Tile controller PCB has been reported in [1], but has been improved towards the final
version to fix some issues discovered in the first version. The Tile controller PCB is
responsible for the generation of the LO2 signal and the control configuration signals.
These signals are generated based on commands received from a desktop PC hosting on
a PCI card the RFIC that generates the analogue LO and control signals. A GUI interface
allowing for fine-grained control of the radiating elements has also been developed. The
Tile controller PCB also generates the SPI signal for the TILE FEED PCB with an on-board
CPU controlled from the desktop PC via USB. As shown in Figure 9, the Tile controller
PCB further de-multiplexes the LO and control signals.

Tile controller PCB
Desktop PC
USB

PCI card
with BB
RFIC

Multiplexed
LO/CTRL

CPU

CFG (SPI)

CTRL

Diplexer
LO2

Figure 9: Tile controller PCB block diagram
Table 3 below summarizes the characteristics and signals of the SPLIT PCB.
Table 3: TILE controller PCB characteristics and signals
Parameter
LO2 frequency
CTRL frequency
CFG signal
Multiplexed LO/CTRL
USB
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Data
7.2 – 8 GHz
> 300 MHz
SPI three wire 5.0V digital signal
Analog, DC – 8 GHz, nominal level 0dBm
USB 5V digital signal
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4.2 Optics and WDM
4.2.1 60 GHz narrow-band photo-receiver (NBPhoRx)
To minimize the power consumption and signal processing in the RRHs, the concept of
narrow-band photo-receiver (NBPhoRx) has been explored in 5G-PHOS. To alleviate the
need for up-conversion in the RRH, the radio signal, modulated at 60 GHz, will be
transported over fiber. However, traditional optical receivers are designed to operate on
broadband data signals. Especially the Trans-impedance Amplifier (TIA), which amplifies
the received photocurrent, requires high power consumption to simultaneously ensure
linear and low-noise operation while maintaining a very wideband operation. Instead, in
5G-PHOS, a narrow band configuration of the TIA is explored (NB-TIA).
In order to efficiently extract photopower from a photodiode and amplify it with minimal
added noise, IMEC has designed the NB-TIA as a 60 GHz Trans-impedance Low Noise
Amplifier (TILNA), jointly optimized with the InP Uni-Travelling-Carrier (UTC) photodiode
from III-V Labs. The waveguide PD is composed of a planar multimode diluted waveguide
that adapts the incoming optical mode to the absorption layer of the PD, which allows for
high bandwidth and a wide dynamic range. The 60 GHz NBPhoRx concept utilizing a
TILNA is show in Figure 10.

Figure 10: A NBPhoRx with a TILNA.
The intrinsic diode model of the PD with the junction capacitance and the contact
resistance is considered the signal source for which the TILNA provides a conjugate
matched load. The interposer and flip chip bumps are included in the input network. The
TILNA consists of three gain stages as shown in Figure 11. The input impedance of the
first stage is 10 Ω and output impedance is 30 Ω. This stage is optimized for low noise
operation with sufficient gain. The second stage has an input and output impedance of 30
Ω and is optimized for medium noise and high gain. The third stage, with an input
impedance of 30 Ω and output impedance of 50 Ω, is optimized for high gain and
linearity.

Figure 11: Internal stages of the TILNA.
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4.3 Mechanical construction
The 3D construction of the 64x64 antenna, schematically shown in Figure 12, aims
towards making the design compact yet flexible. The construction takes advantage of the
fact that each TILE PCB is electrically connected via a very thin coax cable and is
otherwise independent. This enables the construction of a mechanical tile which can join
mechanically in various combinations to define the final antenna structure. This combined
mechanical/electrical design enables a lot of flexibility in the construction of the antenna
shape and enables TX and RX array separation. Figure 13 shows the mechanical tile and
the structures it can support.

Optics PCB
vertical option

SPLIT PCB
vertical option
TILE FEED
PCB
TILE FEED
PCB
tiles

TILE FEED
PCB
horizontal
option

Figure 12: Mechanical construction concept.

Figure 13: Mechanical construction based on flexible mechanical tiles.
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5. Detailed design
systems

and evaluation

of

RRH

sub-

5.1 TILE PCB detailed design
5.1.1 Design and layout considerations
Details of the TILE PCB design were reported in [1]. The TILE PCB did not need to
undergo any changes between the first version and the final version.
The TILE PCB operates in the 60 GHz band and consists of an array of 32 TX/RX
“channels”, where each “channel” is associated to a dedicated antenna element. Each
antenna element may be assigned a phase shift of 0°/90°/180°/270° to control the beam
direction generated by the array. The array utilizes a ceramic laminate substrate, rather
than soft laminate material, belonging to the LTCC family (Low Temperature Co-fired
Ceramic). The LTCC laminate has the advantage of low losses at 60 GHz, as well as
rigidity, homogeneity and temperature stability, which guarantees a consistent dielectric
constant over temperature variations and across the substrate. The radiating elements
themselves are dipoles designed to cover the band of 57-64 GHz.
The TILE PCB is designed to enable close packing of tiles to support large antennas. The
mechanical tile is designed to be as small as possible to decrease cost and volume, but
also to allow for multiple tiles to be packed as close as possible to minimizing array
grating lobes. The TILE PCB with layout and dimensions, installed on the mechanical heat
sink, is shown in Figure 14 below.

Figure 14: TILE PCB (radiating elements side) on mechanical heat sink.
The TILE PCB beam-former comprises 32 independent radiating elements. Each radiating
element has its own analog phase shifter. Each phase-shifter has a granularity of 90°
(i.e., 2 bits of phase shift configuration). Its block diagram is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Analog beamformer implementation.
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5.1.2 Performance evaluation
The antenna array is built as a matrix with 3 lines containing 11, 10, 11 elements,
respectively (roughly corresponding to 11 elements for Azimuth control and 3 elements
for Elevation control). The radiating elements are spaced 2.5 mm centre-to-centre (this
is half a wavelength of a 60 GHz wireless signal). In order to calculate the phase shifter
weights, we assume far-field conditions so that the arriving wavefront (in the RX case) is
planar. If the signal arrives at an angle 𝜃𝜃 off the antenna boresight, then the wave must
travel an additional distance 𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 to arrive at each successive element, as illustrated
in Figure 16. The excessive distance can be easily translated to a phase offset Δ𝜑𝜑 as
Δ𝜑𝜑 =

2𝜋𝜋
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜆𝜆

(1)

Figure 16: Additional travel distance for the wavefront off boresight.
Since there are several delay contributors that are unknown (such as RFIC internal
parasitic delays, traces’ lengths etc.), it is impossible to create ideal pre-defined phaseshifter weights for the different beams. The way to overcome this problem is to actually
measure the phase offset of each of the chains (including all parasitic effects and
unknown contributions). Once we have this, we can determine the phase-shifters’
weights for a boresight beam. Then, based on (1), we can calculate the necessary phaseshifter weights for beams in other directions.
There are several approaches towards measuring the parasitic delay of each chain. The
best one would employ a network analyser to accurately measure the phase offset of
each chain. However, a network-analyser at 60 GHz is expensive. As a result, we use
another approach based on a spectrum analyser (also at 60 GHz). Using an antenna
element as reference (with fixed phase offset), we sweep (for each of the other antenna
elements) all the phase offset possibilities and find which phase offset gives the highest
power signal at the spectrum analyser. At the end of this process, we have the reference
antenna with the fixed phase offset and all other elements with their optimal phase-offset
contribution, which jointly constitute the phase-shifter weights for the boresight
direction. We can then add a phase offset according to Equation 1 to get a beam to a
desired azimuth direction.
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Figure 17: Pre-defined TX path beams.
The block diagram for the beam design system is shown in Figure 18 below, while Figure
19 presents photos of the actual implementation.
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Figure 18: Beam design system block diagram.
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Figure 19: Actual implementation of the beam design system.
We start with the single element radiation azimuth pattern (computed via simulation), as
shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Single element radiation pattern.
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Given the single element pattern, the beam design system will create individual
directional beams. Each such directional beam is optimized for a certain direction, as
shown in Figure 21 for 3 examples.

Figure 21: Examples for directional beams pattern.
Ultimately, the purpose of the beam design system is not only to design the beams but
also to ensure that these beams provide full coverage for the scanning sector. Figure 22
shows the selected sector for each azimuth direction angle and the performance of the
full beam switching antenna array.

Figure 22: Selected beam index and performance.
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5.2 TILE FEED PCB detailed design
5.2.1 Design considerations
As previously mentioned, the TILE FEED PCB has two variants, a TX TILE FEED PCB and a
RX TILE FEED PCB, to support the respective communication direction. Each of these
TILE FEED PCBs supports 8 TILE PCBs. The transmission chain feeding the TILE PCBs
adapts the signal frequency and power between the TILE PCB and the interface defined
for the data signals at 5 GHz.

5.2.2 TX chain
The TX chain block diagram has been updated from the first generation to fix errors and
increase design margins as shown in Figure 23, where achieved signal levels are also
noted. The different signals are marked with different colours and are merged after the
triplexer block. The incoming data signal is around a 5 GHz carrier and is up-converted to
an IF frequency close to 15 GHz (the exact frequency value is the RF frequency divided
by 4). The LO frequency is about 7.5 GHz (the exact frequency value is the IF frequency
divided by 2). There are splitting and gain stages that ultimately split 8 to 1 each LO
signal (for the 8 TILE PCBs). The control signal is split 8 to 1 using a multiplexer.

LO1-split

LO1-AMP

15 dBm

LO1
0 – 3 dBm
DATA#0 (TX)

Triplexer

to TILE PCB
-18 dBm

-15 - -13dBm

0 dBm

-25 dBm

MUX
8:1

100mVpp

LO2-split

LO2
-18 - -15 dBm
CTRL

CFG
3.3V

Figure 23: TX chain block diagram.

5.2.3 RX chain
The RX chain block diagram has been updated from the first generation to fix errors and
increase design margins. The RX chain is similar to the TX chain except that it requires
significantly more amplification. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 24 with achieved
signal levels noted along the receive chains. Different chains are marked with different
colours and are split after the triplexer block. The data signal is coming at the IF
frequency of about 15 GHz (exact frequency value is the RF frequency divided by 4) and
down-converted to 5 GHz. The LO frequency is about 7.5 GHz (the exact frequency is the
IF frequency divided by 2). There are splitting and gain stages that ultimately split 8 to 1
each LO (for the 8 TILE PCBs). The control signal is split 8 to 1 using a multiplexer. The
RX signal is considerably weaker than the TX signal, so there is a need for about 45 dB of
amplification to restore it to the level desired by the optical card. A passive attenuation
pad is also provided in order to tune the gain more closely if such a need arises. The RX
chain also requires a filter to block the undesired outputs of the mixer from getting to the
output (in the TX chain, the same function is performed by the triplexer).
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-25dBm

MUX
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LO1
0-3 dBm

LO2-split
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-18 - -15 dBm
CTRL

CFG
3.3V

Figure 24: RX chain block diagram.

5.2.4 Layout
The final layout of the TILE FEED PCB variants is shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26 for TX
and RX mode, respectively.

Figure 25: TX TILE FEED PCB.

Figure 26: RX TILE FEED PCB.
The layout for the TX chain is shown in Figure 27 below, where relevant components are
also indicated.
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Figure 27: TX chain layout view.
The layout for the RX chain with indications of the relevant component is shown in Figure
28.
RX filter

Output
signal

LO1 signal
from LO1
splitter

Amplification chain (3 x 15dB)
Triplexer

Mixer

DC
generation
block

Figure 28: RX chain layout view.

5.2.5 DC section
The DC section has been reported in [1] and there were no major changes in this section
from the first generation.

5.2.6 Triplexer and filters
The triplexer consists of two microwave diplexers, each of which contains two filters that
operate to multiplex the data, LO and control signals over a single feeding wire. The first
diplexer uses transmission lines and one capacitor that multiplexes the LO2 signal
(located around 7.5 GHz) and the control signal (with a spectrum from DC to a few
hundred MHz). The second diplexer consists of two microwave printed filters using
transmission lines. This diplexer multiplexes the output of the first diplexer (roughly, DC
to 8 GHz) with the IF signal (around 15 GHz).
The RX TILE FEED PCB also contains an RX image rejection filter placed between the
mixer and amplifiers in the RX chain. The filter is designed to provide rejection starting a
little after the desired passband, which is up to 6GHz.
The triplexer and filter design has been reported in [1] and has not been modified from
the first version. During TILE FEED PCB testing, it has been impossible to directly
measure the performance of the filters as they are not directly accessible via any
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connectors, and testing them by other means is not possible without significant error
(due to the high frequency of operation). The diplexer is thus indirectly tested by
observing whether it serves its purpose without noticeable deviations from the expected
results for the overall TX or RX chain.

5.2.7 Performance evaluation
Performance of the TX TILE FEED PCB has been evaluated in a setup containing most of
the antenna-related PCBs. The block diagram for this setup is shown in Figure 29, and a
setup photo for the entire evaluation platform is shown in Figure 30.

Generator LO1

LO1

SPI
TX TILE FEED PCB

LO2

TILE CONTROLLER PCB

CTRL
Generator signal

SIG
5GHz
PCI card with
BB RFIC
TILE PCB

TILE PCB

TILE PCB

TILE PCB

TILE PCB

TILE PCB

TILE PCB

PC

USB

TILE PCB

60GHz

Horn
antenna

Spectrum analyzer
Harmonic
mixer

Figure 29: TX TILE FEED PCB setup block diagram.
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Figure 30: TX TILE FEED PCB setup photo.
Testing in the TX setup is performed via single tone signal injection, where the
transmitted 60 GHz signal is received over the air by the horn antenna, and the spurious
harmonics of the signal are observed and optimized. The received signal is shown in
Figure 31.

Figure 31: Received signal by horn antenna
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In this setting, the LO1 and LO2 signals are at 10.14 GHz, 7.56 GHz, respectively, and
the injected signal (SIG) is at 5.1 GHz, so that the output signal appears at 6 x 7.56 +
10.14 + 5.1 = 60.6 GHz. The signal is accompanied by several spurious signals that
should be optimized for the best useful to spurious signal ratio. The signal frequencies
and their source are identified in Table 4 below.

Signal component
frequency

Harmonic constitution

Comment

60.48

8xLO2

LO2 leakage

60.54

6xLO2 + 2xLO1 - SIG

2nd order harmonic

60.6

6xLO2 + LO1 + SIG

Desired signal

60.66

6xLO2 + 3xSIG

3rd order harmonic, due to
generator

60.72

2x(LO1 + SIG) + 4xLO2

2nd order harmonic

Table 4: TX signal harmonics components.
As can be seen from the harmonics table above, many potential harmonics materialize
due to the high multiplication order of the 60 GHz up-conversion mixer. The harmonics
cannot be completely mitigated, but their levels can be controlled by adjusting the
respective power of the LO1, LO2 and signal components. The harmonics levels change
with respect to the signal level power as in Figure 32 and Figure 33 below.
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Figure 32: Spurious signal levels vs. LO1 level.
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Figure 33: Spurious signal levels vs. SIG level.
As may be observed from the two graphs above, the signal to spurious ratio can be
optimized and reach a level of about 22 dB. Such a level is sufficient to deploy
modulations as high as 16QAM, but is marginal or potentially insufficient for 64QAM
modulation and above.
The spurious level under the optimized signal level conditions is shown in Figure 34
below.

Figure 34: Signal to spurious level optimized to the level better than 22 dB.
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In order to verify that the spurious level optimization is retained throughout the entire
band, the modulation signal (SIG) has been swept across a 2GHz band and the signal
level as well as the spurious level were observed. This measurement captures both the
flatness of the modulation band and the signal to spurious ratio, as shown in Figure 35
below.
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Figure 35: Flatness and signal to spurious ratio across band.
The measurement shows the signal to spurious ratio to be better than 22 dB across the
entire band. The flatness is mostly contained within ±3 dB, which is not excessive when
taking in account that the measurement is performed over-the-air and also includes
some non-flatness due to multipath propagation.
The RX TILE FEED PCB performance has been evaluated in a similar setup to the TX TILE
FEED PCB. The block diagram for the RX setup is shown in Figure 36, and the setup
photo is shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 36: RX TILE FEED PCB setup block diagram.
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Figure 37: RX TILE FEED PCB evaluation setup photo.
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Testing in the RX setup is performed with a sine wave signal injection, which translates
into a two-tone signal at the RF. The 60 GHz signal is transmitted by the horn antenna
and received over the air by the RX TILE PCB. The generated 60 GHz signal and the overthe-air measurement using a harmonic mixer are shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Generator signal measured at 60GHz using harmonic mixer.
In this setting, LO1 and LO2 signals are at 10.04 GHz, 7.56 GHz, respectively, while the
sine wave tone SIG is at 30 MHz, and the modulator operates at 60.4 GHz so that the
output signal appears at 60.4 - 6 x 7.56 - 10.04 = 5 GHz. The signal consists of two
tones located 60 MHz apart, along with the LO leakage between them and spurious 3rd
order intermodulation products. The received signal at 5 GHz is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: RX signal at 5 GHz.
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The RX signal decomposition indicates that the spurious signals which are just barely
seen in the above picture enable a signal to spurious level of about 18 dB.

RX signal level (dBm)

The spurious signals are coming from the TILE PCB itself, which includes a certain gain
control regulation. This is evident when varying the LO1 level, which does not have any
impact on the spurious level. Of course, the LO1 level does have impact on the RX signal
power as shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: 5 GHz RX signal level vs. LO1 level.
The frequency response of the receiver has been measured by varying the modulator
signal frequency over 2 GHz of bandwidth. The result is shown in Figure 41 below.
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Figure 41: RX channel frequency response.
The frequency response measurement shows that the channel is almost flat over 1 GHz
of bandwidth. However, since this measurement is performed over-the-air, it is hard to
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distinguish between the effects of multipath propagation and directional antenna
transmission and the effects of the receiver frequency response.

5.3 MIMO PCB detailed design
As previously mentioned, the MIMO PCB has the modular architecture shown in Figure
12.
The assembly procedure on the Optics PCB is based on wire-bonding of a Si-based subcarrier containing the photonic building blocks (i.e., EML, SOA, EAM, PD, splitters, OBFN
or 50 Ohm terminations). A detailed description of the assembly procedure of the optical
sub-systems is provided in [3].
Figure 42 shows a top view of a sub-assembly in the Optics PCB, specifically the Silicon
carrier of the 1st generation RRH TX sub-assembly. The components which have been
flip-chip assembled on the Silicon carrier are: one TriPleX TX OBFN (the big chip covering
most of the middle-top side of the picture), two InP arrays of four 10G PDs (on the
bottom side of the OBFN chip) and the 50 Ohm termination chips required by the PDs
(white chips at the bottom of the picture). The electrical connections on the photonic
chips have been routed to the edges of the Si carrier (DC signals are routed to the east
and west side of the carrier while the HF connections are routed to the south side of the
Si) whereas the optical connectivity will be provided from the north side of the subassembly using a fiber-array.
The aforementioned Si sub-assembly is currently being wire-bonded to a PCB where all
electrical and optical interfaces to the other building blocks of the MIMO PCB will be
placed in order to allow for performance evaluation.
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Figure 42: 1st generation RRH TX Si carrier to be wire-bonded to the MIMO PCB.

5.4 SPLIT PCB detailed design
A detailed description of this module explaining its functionality and connectivity is
provided in [1]. This PCB is currently being fabricated, whereas the first characterization
results of the interconnectivity of the SPLIT PCB with the rest of the MIMO PCB modules
is expected to be performed in M38.

5.5 TILE controller PCB detailed design
5.5.1 Design considerations
The TILE Controller PCB has been updated from the first generation to address
insufficient gain and improve spectral flatness. The controller includes a USB-to-SPI
converter that gets control commands from the controlling PC, and an RF circuit for the
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extraction of control and LO2 signals from the RFIC embedded in the PCI card of the
controlling PC. In the RF section, the separation of the control signals is performed by a
diplexer block similar to the triplexer that has already been discussed in the context of
the TX and RX chains. The USB-to-SPI conversion block uses the U421 USB interface to
intercept USB commands coming from the PC and convert them to an SPI
clock/data/chip-select interface which is sent to the SPLIT PCB or directly to the TILE
FEED PCB.

5.5.2 Layout
The layout for the TILE Controller PCB is shown in Figure 43.

CTRL output
PC signal
input

Diplexer

LO2 amplifiers
U421 USB converter
DC
input

Figure 43: TILE Controller PCB layout.

5.5.3 Performance evaluation
The TILE Controller PCB has not been evaluated as a standalone component. The reader
is referred to Section 5.2.7 for the performance evaluation of the combined TILE
Controller PCB and TILE FEED PCB.

5.6 Antenna measurements
5.6.1 Tone Transmission through the mmWave MIMO antenna
The transmitter and receiver boards are currently being experimentally characterized and
tested in terms of wireless data capabilities, starting with the TX board. During the
testing of the transmitter, an experimental setup was built, including a V-Band horn
receiver antenna, a signal generator for LO1 and a spectrum analyzer. Both TILE
Controller PCB and TILE FEED PCB boards were initially powered on drawing,
respectively, 0.3 A at 5.4 V DC and up to 4 A at 6.5 V DC. Additionally, it was
experimentally verified that each 32-element Tile adds 0.4 A of current upon activation.
Following setup completion and equipment power-on, correct operation of the control
settings of the boards was checked by successfully activating and deactivating each array
Tile, at first, and then testing proper control for possible multi-Tile operation. Over-theair (OTA) transmission of a single tone was tested at a distance of about 20 cm between
the RRH transmitter and V-Band horn receiver, with the experimental results of
frequency carrier tone OTA transmission at 60 GHz being reported in Figure 44. The
experimental testing and characterization of the antenna is still on-going.
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Figure 44: Frequency carrier tone OTA transmission at 60 GHz.

5.6.2 Analog RF beamforming in a Fiber Wireless links
The second generation of the mmWave MIMO antenna adopts, in principle, the same
experimental setup as the first generation antenna that was fabricated and successfully
tested in [2]. In order to evaluate the performance of the mmWave antenna regarding
the steering of the transmitted mmWave beam, a series of analog RF beam-steering
tests have been performed deploying the first generation mmWave antenna. Although
these tests will be adopted in the forthcoming experiments and demonstrations of the
project, we expect similar beam-steering performance for the second generation.
Specifically, we initially developed a single FiWi link, where the analog radio data are
optically modulated and received by a photodiode and passed to the 1st generation
mmWave antenna for wireless transmission. The FiWi link was benchmarked against high
data rate coverage at various angles. The mmWave antenna system was configured to
steer its beam across a 120°-degree range (i.e., from -60° to +60° degrees), using a
step of 15°, resulting in nine different angular positions of the portable terminal
transmitter. The same signal was transmitted by the portable Tx antenna for all angles,
while keeping a constant radius-distance from the antenna of 1 m.
Two modulation formats were used, namely 250 Mbd 16-QAM and 100 MBd QPSK, and
the measured EVM values versus angle are shown in Figure 45. Concerning the 100 MBd
QPSK case, it can be seen that an almost flat EVM curve with 13.8% average value was
obtained, exhibiting a range of variation lower than 0.5% and a worst performance of
14.1% at +15° angle with its constellation diagram being shown at the inset. This
reveals that the achieved EVM values are well below the required 17.5% 3GPP
requirement for all steering angles, resulting in at least 200 Mb/s data rate anywhere
within the complete 120° sector. The 250 MBd 16-QAM case exhibited EVM values below
the 12.5% 3GPP requirement at angles from -45° to +45°, with an average EVM of
11.07%; however, for the two outermost angular positions of -60° and +60°, the
achieved EVM was 13.4% with the constellation diagram being shown at the inset, which
featured some gain-compression at the outer symbols and slightly exceeded the EVM
requirement. Moreover, it is worth noting that the above 1 Gb/s data transmission has
been achieved for a received power of 0 dBm, verifying that a single user data stream
can be delivered anywhere within a 90° sector when beam-steering is employed, this
meeting the most demanding 5G KPIs for user rates envisioned for indoor broadband
connectivity of FWA services. A complete numerical study of the beamforming patterns
has also been included in [2].
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Figure 45: Single user uplink transmission at a Fiber Wireless link with 0°
degrees angle of incidence, including a) RF spectrum with SNR of 26 dB, and
constellation diagrams and EVM for the following modulation formats: b) 300
MBd QPSK, c) 250 MBd 16-QAM, d) 100 MBd 32-QAM and finally e) Single user
uplink of an 100 MBd QPSK signal (light blue) and an 250 MBd 16-QAM signal
(red) at beamsteering angles from -60° to +60° with a step of 15°. The
constellation diagrams for the worse cases of 14.1% EVM at +15° for the QPSK
and 13.4% EVM at -60° for the 16-QAM signal are shown at the insets.

5.6.3 WDM Fiber Wireless links with analog RF beamforming
By developing a mmWave antenna system with multiple antenna tiles placed at its front
panel, as described in the previous sections, multiple parallel FiWi transmission will be
implemented using Spatial Division Multiplexing. This concept has also been tested
during the last months using the 1st generation mmWave antenna, as described in D8.1
and shortly presented here. The goal is to relieve the bandwidth limitations in 5G mobile
fronthaul networks by using a FiWi small cell architecture with multiple multiplexed
optical streams to an antenna site with several antenna Tiles, while relying on spectrally
efficient analog transport on IF-over-Fiber interfaced with a low-loss Optical Add/Drop
Multiplexer on Si3N4/SiO2 TriPleX platform with 5 dB fiber-to-fiber losses. Specifically,
four 1 Gb/s FiWi links, each carrying a 250 MBd 16-QAM signal on 5.8 GHz IFoF, are
Wavelength Division Multiplexed and transported across a 10 km Single Mode Fiber,
before being demultiplexed into the constituent channels in the OADM device and,
subsequently, wirelessly transmitted by the antenna system over a 1 m-long V-band link
with 90° beamsteering capability. Featuring 4x1Gb/s user rates with beamsteering to
meet the respective 5G KPIs for the peak user rate and an EVM within the acceptable
3GPP limit of 12.5%, the current work forms the first centralized FiWi Point-to-Multipoint
small cell architecture with efficient transport scheme on IFoF and ubiquitous 360°
coverage for emerging 5G mmWave networks. In this case, the four Tiles of the antenna
configuration used in this experiment were each rotated by 90o degrees, in order to cover
a complete sectorial circle (in principle, they could also be placed at the same panel, to
transmit towards a single sector). The complete experimental setup used is shown in
Figure 46, along with the four constellation diagrams received at a 60GHz horn Rx
antenna and the respective EVM values at a polar cycle. More information on the FiWi
tests with the 1st generation antenna can be found in [4].
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Figure 46: Experimental setup including a 4λ-WDM IFoF modulation stage (in
light yellow background) transmitting through a 10 km single mode fiber spool
towards the OADM/PAA stage (in light blue background) and a 1 m V-band link.

5.7 NB-TIA detailed design
5.7.1 Integrated circuit design
The NB-TIA was implemented as a TILNA, shown in Figure 47, where the low noise gain
stages are realized using Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors (HBTs) in a Common Emitter
(CE) configuration with emitter degeneration. Inductive elements are realized in thick top
metal using 0.6 µm width lines except for LB1 and LO which used, respectively, 2 µm and
14.4 µm. Capacitive elements are realized using MIMs while high Ohmic polysilicon
resistors are used for biasing networks.

Figure 47: Simplified schematic of the TILNA.
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The input stage transistor Q1 is sized for optimum source noise impedance (Zsopt) equal
to the photodiode’s impedance and biased through a base resistor RPDB for a collector
current IC1 close to minimum noise figure (NFmin) while providing sufficient gain. The
input impedance (Zin) of this stage is also designed to be equal to the photodiode
impedance using an emitter inductor LE1. The base inductor LB1 is sized to remove
imaginary components of Zin and Zsopt. The collector inductor LC1 is sized for output
impedance of 30 Ohm. The capacitor C2 provides output matching and DC decoupling and
is also sized to tune out the imaginary component of the output impedance (Zout) of this
stage.
The second and third stages are designed in a similar manner. The HBT Q1 is larger than
Q2 and Q3, as it has a very low Zsopt and, therefore, requires a higher current for a
similar current density. Q1 is biased at an IC1 of 9 mA while Q2 and Q3 are biased with
IC2 of 5 mA and IC3 of 7 mA. This leads to a toal current consumption of 21 mA from a 1.6
V source for a power consumption of 33.6 mW.
The photodiode is biased through an on-chip bias tee comprising a capacitor C1 and a
resistor RPDB. The capacitor in this bias tee is sized to resonate out a portion of
interconnect inductance. The resistor should be sized to handle the expected DC
photocurrent while providing sufficient AC decoupling.
An on-chip power supply decoupling was implemented using a large array of MIM
capacitors (omitted from the schematic in Figure 47). A total of 29 MIM capacitors with
values of 1.6 pF were used for a total decoupling capacitance of 46.4 pF. Collector
inductors were re-tuned to compensate for the effect of the decoupling network. Groundsignal-ground (GSG) pads with a size of 40 x 60 µm and a pitch of 150 µm were used for
RF interfaces and their models were included in respective networks.

5.7.2 Performance evaluation

Figure 48: (a) Macrograph of NBPhoRx under test, (b) Two port VNA testbench
for NBPhoRx, and (c) Transmission test setup.
The PD and TILNA were jointly assembled on a PCB and connected using wire bonds, as
shown in Figure 48 (a). A notch was milled out of the PCB to allow for edge coupling of
an optical probe using a micro-positioner. The critical wire bonds between the PD and
TILNA were formed using Ball-Stitch-on-Ball (BSOB) shapes while DC was provided using
ball stitch shapes. Output was accessed through GSG probes.
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Initially, the performance of the NBPhoRx in an optical link was measured using a VNA
and a test bench as show in Figure 48 (b). The link was set up using a commercial laser
(Tunics T100SHP) and a Mach Zender interferometer (MZI) modulator (Fujitsu
FTM7937EZ) at an optical wavelength of 1550 nm. The VNA was connected at ports 1
and 2, as indicated in Figure 48 (b), and calibrated to the end of its cables. For
comparison, a 50 Ω terminated reference PD (Finisar XPDV2120-RA) was also measured
as a replacement to the NBPhoRx. In order to make an equal comparison when faced
with different PD responsivities and optical coupling losses, optical carrier power was
adjusted for equal DC photocurrent.
The comparison in an optical Back-to-Back (B2B) scenario can be seen in Figure 49 (a),
where the NBPhoRx is shown to have 31 dB superior response at 60 GHz compared to
the reference PD. This gap is decomposed to 17 dB from the TILNA gain and 14 dB from
resonant matching. There is 2 dB of combined loss from probes and wire bonds
compared to 3 dB of loss in the reference PD. The link was also characterized with
various lengths of fiber and the performance can be seen in Figure 49 (b). There is very
little loss between a B2B measurement and one with 2 km of fiber. As the modulator is a
double sideband intensity modulator, we can see dispersion-induced fading. This can be
solved by using a single sideband modulator.

Figure 49: Transmission response of NBPhoRx (a) compared to a reference
photodiode in an optical Back-to-Back scenario, (b) over various fiber lengths.
Next, a transmission test setup was built for the NBPhoRx, as shown in Figure 48 (c), to
demonstrate transmission of real data using complex modulated waveforms. The
transmitter comprises an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG), an oscillator, a mixer
and three cascaded amplifiers. The signal was demodulated with a Real-Time
Oscilloscope (RTO). The waveforms were generated with the AWG (Keysight M8195A) at
11 GHz and upmixed to 60 GHz using a mixer (VDI WR12eCCU) and an oscillator at 35.5
GHz (Anritsu MG3696B), as the mixer had a oscillator frequency doubler. Three
amplifiers (SHF M827 B) were used to amplify the low power signal (input level at -30
dBm) from the mixer to drive port 1 of Figure 48 (b) with about 0 dBm power.
The optical spectrum at the modulator output when modulated with a single tone at 60
GHz is shown in Figure 50 (a). Due to the low transmitter drive voltage in the setup, the
resulting modulation depth is limited and this can be enhanced with an improved setup in
the future. Finally, the output of the NBPhoRx was connected to a RTO (Keysight
DSOZ634A) using a 0.5 m long RF cable with about 7 dB loss. Despite the low driving
power of the modulator and further loss, successful data transmission with reasonable
error vector magnitude (EVM) was demonstrated, as seen in Figure 50. The slight
compression in the constellation is attributed to the mixer.
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Figure 50: (a) Optical spectrum at the modulator output when modulated with a
single tone at 60 GHz, and obtained constellations for 1 Gbaud and (b) QPSK
with EVM of 10% and (c) QAM16 with EVM of 11%.
A comparison to the state-of-the-art is presented in Table 5. The 5G-PHOS NBPhoRx is
the only narrow-band photo receiver measured in an optical link with various lengths of
fiber. In addition, the TILNA is the most compact implementation among these narrowband front-ends and has a very low power consumption.
Table 5: Comparison with the state-of-the-art
Process
Technology

Frequency

Amplifier
Gain

OP1dB

Size

Power
Consumption

TILNA

55nm SiGe
BiCMOS

60 GHz

17 dB

8 dBm

0.25
mm2

33.6 mW

Ref. [5]

0.1 µm GaAs
pHEMT

28 GHz

24 dB

9.7 dBm

4.76
mm2

160 mW

Ref. [6]

GaAs HEMT

60 GHz

24 dB

17.5 dBm

-

965 mW

Ref. [7]

0.1 µm
AlGaAs
pHEMT

93 GHz

22 dB

7.8 dBm

11.2
mm2

219 mW

5.7.3 Comparison to initial goals
In order to conclude and reflect on the targets set when the work began, a comparison is
shown in Table 6. An important point to note is that, when the work began, the focus
was placed on the active gain of the amplifier but towards the end of the
characterization, it became clear that the total gain of the NBPhoRx surpassed the active
gain due to resonant matching when compared with standard 50Ω terminated high speed
reference photodiodes.
In the TILNA based NBPhoRx, the resonant matching contributed to a large improvement
in gain. This is very significant, as this is noiseless gain (as opposed to active gain) which
precedes the active noise generating TILNA in the RF chain, thus reducing the impact of
TILNA NF on the overall NF of the NBPhoRx.
The center frequency and bandwidth targets were achieved within reasonable bounds
while gain and linearity figures were fairly exceeded. Noise proved difficult to measure in
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a trans-impedance configuration so we only report the simulated value, which again was
better than the set goal.
Table 6: Initial and final target of RRH NBPhoRx
Spec.

Symbol

Targeted
value

Achieved

Center Frequency

fc

60 GHz

60 GHz

Frequency Band

fB

7 GHz

5.6 GHz

Noise Figure

NF

< 4 dB

<<3.4 dB

Gain

G

20 dB

29 dB

Output 1dB Compression Point

P1dB,out

> 4 dBm

8 dBm
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6. Summary and conclusions
This deliverable describes the 2nd generation design and evaluation results of the 64x64
MIMO antenna along with its mmWave circuits and NB-TIA. The final antenna design is
highly versatile and is composed of multiple hardware components that have been
detailed within (TILE FEED PCB, MIMO PCB, SPLIT PCB and TILE Controller PCB) as well
as a mechanical structure to integrate them into a flexible massive MIMO antenna.
The measured performance of the massive MIMO antenna and of the sub-systems
comprising it demonstrate the antenna’s beam-steering capability as well as the
capability to transmit and receive broadband modulation wirelessly in the 60 GHz
mmWave spectrum.
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